
[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ 8 9ន សុង និង<បពន> របស់8 9ន 
សុងនិ@យចេCD ះៗ]  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Bin Song (BS). Wife of BS also comments 
intermittently.]  

 
[00:00]  
 

ឥឡd វ ខg h ំេរjបចំេធl mទូកអងo pច។ ខg h ំេរjបពត់rឱtuD យvសw xកអងo pច។  
Now I am preparing to make the body of the Angkuoch. I will bend it to 
become the Angkuoch’s body.  

 
vអl ីរបស់អងo pច?  
What part of the Angkuoch is that?  
 
[<បពន> របស់8 9ន សុង៖] 
[wife of BS:] 

ពត់ែដកេនះ? 
Bending the metal?  

 
vអl ីរបស់អងo pច?  
What part of Angkuoch is that?  
 

េធl mvសw xកអងo pច!  
Making the body of the Angkuoch!  

 
េហmយ�យកអl ីមកrស់? 
What did you use to measure [the length]?  
 

�� ស់?  
Huh?  
 

េហmយ�យកអl ីមកrស់? 
What did you use to measure it?  
 

យកសD ឹកេ�# តមកrស់!  
I took a palm leaf to measure it!  

 
[00:48]  
 
<បែវងប៉ុC� នែដល�rស់េនះ? 
How long are you measuring?  
 

<បែវងr...អត់�នយកែម៉<តមកrស់ផង!  
The length…I did not use meters to measure.  
 

[<បពន> របស់8 9ន សុង៖] 
[wife of BS:] 
 

អត់�នយកែម៉<តមកrស់េទjត! [េសmច...!]   
Did not use meters to measure! [Laughs…!]  
 

[8 9ន សុង៖]  



[BS:] 
<បែវងr<បែហលvមួយតឹកកនDះ! មួយតឹកកនDះ! 
Around 15 centimeters. 15 centimeters!  

 
[01:34]  
 

េហmយខg h ំrស់ឱtr&ន<បែវងយក�ក់ក�1 ល! ឱtrចំ�ក់ក�1 ល!  
And I have to measure the middle of it. The middle part!  

 
[01:51]  
 
�យកអl ីមក�បេនះ?  
What did you use to file it?  
 

�ទ?  
Yes?  

 
[01:53]  
 
�យកអl ីមក�បេនះ? 
What did you use to file it?  
 
[<បពន> របស់8 9ន សុង] 
[wife of BS:] 

របស់េនះ�៎!  
This thing!  

 
 េគេ¡របស់េCះvអl ី?  
How can we name that tool?  
 

ែដក�ប!ខg h ំយកrមក�បvស¢£ ស&¤ ល់។ េពលែដលrមុតេ¥ 
r&ន*# មចំ�ក់ក�1 ល។ ខg h ំ�ប។  
A metal file! I am filing it here to make a mark. When it is filed, it has a mark as 
a clue on the middle part. I am filing it.  

 
[02:43]  
 
េតmែដក�បេនះេធl mពីអl ីែដរ? 
What is the metal file made from?  
 

ែដក�បេនះេធl mពីែដកសុទ>។ េគេ<បmែដកសុទ>េដmម¨ីឱtrមុត។ ែដកេនះរស់ 
េហmយr&នេធ�ញរបស់r។  
This metal file is made from pure metal. They used pure metal to make it 
sharp. This metal is bendable metal. This metal file has teeth too.  

 
ចុះេយmងេ¡អl ីរបស់េនះ?  
What can we call this thing?  
 

មួយ�? 
Which one?  

 
របស់ែដលយកមកកូត?  
The thing that you used for filing?  



 
េយmងេ¡rª «ែដក�ប»។ ខg h ំេ<បmrេ¥�បឱtែដកេនះេស� m។ 
ខg h ំេ<បmrេ¥�បឱtែដក<តង់។  
We call it a ‘metal file’. I use this metal file to sharpen the metal. I have to 
sharpen it until it becomes straight.  

 
េយmងេ¡r «ែដក�ប»ែដរ? 
Do we call it a ‘metal file’ as well?  
 

េយmងេ¡r «ែដក�ប »ែដរ ែតr&នធំ និង&នតូច។  
We call it a ‘metal file’ too but there’s a bigger one and a smaller one.  

 
មួយេនះធំ?  
Is this a bigger one?  
 

មួយេនះធំ 
This one is big.  

 
[03:45]  
 
[8 9ន សុង �បសៃសែដកឱtuន់ែតតូច] 
[BS files piece of metal to make it smaller.]  
 
[04:14]  
 
មិនប៉ុន #̄ ែមនេទ?  
Are they not the same size?  
 

មិនប៉ុន #̄ េទ!  ែភ#កខg h ំងងឹតផង ដូេច#ះខg h ំពិ�កេមmលªrប៉ុន #̄ ឬអត់េទ។ 
ពិ�កេ³យ*រែភ#កងងឹត!  
They are not the same size. My eyes cannot see clearly so it is hard to tell 
whether it’s the same size or not. It is hard when my eyes are not good.  

 
[04:36]  

េពលែដល�បេហmយ ខg h ំ<តdវrយពត់r។  
When the filing is done, I have to pound it before bending it.  

 
[8 9ន សុងµញuំបិតមកដំសៃសែដក<តង់ចំណុចក�1 លែដល¯ត់�នគូសចំ�។ំ]  
[BS takes a flat knife to pound of the middle part that he filed.]  
 
[05:15]  
 

េហmយខg h ំយកែដកេនះ មក³ក់ពត់។  
And I take this piece of metal and put it into [this tool] for bending.  

 
µល់ែតដំេហmយ េទmបពត់េកmត?  
You can bend it only after pounding it?  
 

�ទ! ពត់ែដកេនះ! ខg h ំយកែដកមក·ប់rឱtនឹង និងuច់rពត់។ 
េបmមិនយកែដកេនះមក·ប់េទ ខg h ំពត់rមិនេកmតេទ។  
Yes! I bend this piece of metal! I take this tool to hold it firmly and start 
bending it. If I did not take this tool to hold it, I couldn’t bend it either.  

 



[05:34]  
 
�យកអl ីេ¥ពត?់  
What tool did you use?  
 

rvែដកស<&ប់ពត់។ ខg h ំ&នែដកស<&ប់ពត់ទូកអងo pច។  
It is a tool for bending [metal]. I have a tool to bend the body of the 
Angkuoch.  

 
[05:45] 
 
េតm�េ<បmrប៉ុC� ន�# ំេហmយ?  
How long have you used this tool for? 
 

េ<បmរបស់េនះ?  
This tool?  

 
·ស!  
Yes!  
 

ខg h ំេ<បmរបស់េនះ...ខg h ំេ<បmយូរេហmយ។r*មសិប�# ំ។ *មសិបvង!េបmគិតឱtអស់េ¥ 
r<បែហលv�សិប�# ំេហmយ។ �ំងពីខg h ំ&នrមក...ពីេដmមមុន 
ខg h ំមិន&នរបស់េនះេទ។  
I have used this tool… I have used it for a long time now. Almost 30 years! 
Over 30 years! If I think carefully, it is almost 50 years now. Ever since I’ve had 
it… before I did not have it.  

 
ពីេដmម េតm�ដុតេហmយសឹមពុត?  
Did you have to heat the metal before bending?  
 

�ទ!  
Yes!  

 
[06:24] 
 
[8 9ន សុងrយ<ជ »ង&¼ ងៃនសៃសែដកេដmម¨ីឱtrពត់េ¥&¼ ងេទjត។]  
[BS pounds on the side of the piece of metal to bend it to the other side.]  
 
[06:27] 
 

ខg h ំមិន·ំ�ច់ដុតេទ។ េបmែដករស់ ខg h ំ¾ចពត់�ន។ ែតែដកេនះ 
ខg h ំមិន·ំ�ច់ដុតេទ។  
I do not need to heat it. If it’s a ‘live’ [pliable] metal, I can bend it. For this 
metal, I do not need to heat it.  

 
[06:56]  
 
[8 9ន សុងេ<បmញញÀ រេដmម¨ីពត់ចុង&¼ ងៃនសៃសែដក។]   
[BS uses a hammer to bend another side of the piece of metal.]  
 
[07:32] 
 
េតm�េ<បmអl ីស<&ប់េគjបេនះ? 



What tool do you use to compress it?  
 

េនះvដÁÂ ប់។ ខg h ំេ<បmដÁÂ ប់ស<&ប់·ប់r។  
These are pliers. I use pliers to compress it.  

 
[07:52]  
 

េពលែដលខg h ំមិន�នដុតេភD mងែបបេនះ r&នuរលំ�កបន1 ិច។ េបmខg h ំដុតេភD mង 
rមិនសូវពិ�កេទ។  
When I do not heat [the metal] like this, it is a bit difficult. If I heated it, it 
would not be difficult.  

 
[07:59] 
 
េហតុអl ី�នv�មិនដុត? 
Why didn’t you heat it?  
 

េបmខg h ំដុត rពិ�ក។  
It is difficult to heat it.  
 
ពីេដmម ខg h ំ&នស# ប់។  
Before, I had a fire pump.  

 
[08:16] 
 
ចុះស# ប់េCះេ¥�េហmយ? 
Where is that fire pump?  
 

ខg h ំយកេ·លអស់េហmយ។ ខg h ំលក់rអស់េហmយ។  
I already got rid of it. I have sold it.  

 
[08:17]  
 
[8 9ន សុង³ក់សៃសែដកចូលម1ងេទjតេដmម¨ីពត់បែនÄម។] 
[BS puts a metal piece into the tool again in order to bend it more.]  
 
[09:39] 
 

uលខg h ំពត់អងo pចមួយេCះ ខg h ំក៏មិន�នដុតrែដរ។  
When I bent another Angkuoch, I did not heat that one either.  

 
[8 9នសុង េ<បmមុខuំបិតេដmម¨ីែញកសៃសែដកែដល�នពុតេហmយ។]  
[BS uses a knife to split the piece of metal.] 
 
[10:02]  
 

ខg h ំ³ក់rេដmម¨ីrយ។  
I’m putting it here to pound it.  

 
[8 9ន សុងយកញញÀ រមកrយសៃសែដកបែនÄម។] 
[BS takes the hammer to pound the metal piece more.]  
 
[11:11]  



 
ទ<&ំែត�នមួយ rចំ�យេពលយូរគួរសមែដរ។  
Before getting there, it takes a lot of time. 
 
�ទ! ទ<&ំែត�នមួយ rមិនÁយេទ។ ទ<&ំែត�នមួយៗ!  
Yes! Before getting there, it takes a lot of time. It’s not easy to get there!  

 
[8 9ន សុងយកញញÀ រមកrយសៃសែដកបែនÄម។] 
[BS takes the hammer to pound the metal piece more.]  
 
[11:30] 
 

rយូរកw hងuរពត់ទូក។ rយូរÆD ងំ។  
It takes a long time to bend it. Very long!  

 
ចុះuលពី�េÈេក�ង េតm�&នក&D ំងេ¥ពុតែដរឬេទ?  
When you were young, did you have energy to bend it?  
 

េពលែដលខg h ំេÈេក�ង ខg h ំ&នក&D ំង។ េពលែដល·ស់ែបបេនះ ខg h ំេខÉយក&D ំង។ 
េពលែដល·ស់ r&នuរពិ�កកw hងuរេធl m។ េពលែដលខg h ំេÈេក�ង 
ខg h ំ&នក&D ំង។េធl mអីក៏&នក&D ំង!  
When I was young, I had more energy. When I got old like this, I become so 
weak. When one is old, it is hard to do. When I was young, I had energy! I 
could do whatever!  

 
[12:12]  
 
ចុះ�ª �េចះេធl m�ំងពី¾យុ១១�# ំ?  
But you told me that you could do it [make Angkuoch] since you were 11?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
ចុះ�ª �េចះេធl m�ំងពី¾យុ<�ំបួន�# ំ? 
You told me that you could do it since you were 9?  
 

 
អត់េទ! ១១�# ំ!  
No! 11 years old!  

 
១១�# ?ំ  
11 years old?  
 
េហmយេពលេCះ �ដំែដករេបjបេនះ?  
At that time, did you pound like this?  

 
�ទ!ខg h ំេធl mរេបjបេនះ។  
Yes! I did it like this.  

 
ពីេដmមេឡmយ ខg h ំមិនែដលេ<បmេភD mងេទ។ ខg h ំេធl mែដកេËែបបេនះ។ េពលេCះ 
ខg h ំមិនេចះេធl mស# ប់។ េពលែដលខg h ំេចះេធl mស# ប់េ³យខÌ pនឯង ខg h ំេ<បmេភD mង។ ខg h ំដំែដក។  
ែតេពលយូរៗេ¥ ខg h ំេធl mµងំអស់មិនª uំបិត Î¤ ក់ ឬពូេÏ។  



Before, I did not heat [the metal]. I used a raw metal like this. At that time, I did 
not know how to make a fire pump. When I knew how to, I made one and 
used it. I pounded [the metal]. Later on, I made everything including a knife, a 
long knife and an axe.  

 
េធl mµងំអស់?  
You made them?  
 

�ទ! េធl mµងំអស់!  
Yes! I made them all!  
 
បCÑ ប់មក ខg h ំយកែដកេនះមក�បត<មdវ។  
Now I have to take this piece of metal to file it.  
 
េពលែដលពត់�នេហmយ ខg h ំ<តdវយកែដកេនះមក�បឱtេស� m។  
After bending it, I need to file it until it becomes balanced.  

 
[13:15]  
 
េពលមុនដំបូង  �េធl mអងo pចែដលមិនÒD ប់េឃmញពីមុនមកេ*ះ។ 
េតmេពលេCះមនុសÔ&ន<បតិកម�ែបប�? 
You did not see any Angkuoch before. How did people react when you made one?  
 

�ទ? 
What?  
 

េពលមុនដំបូង  ខg h ំលឺª�មិនែដលេឃmញអងo pចពីមុនមកេ*ះ។ 
I heard from you just now that you had not seen any Angkuoch before.  
 

ខg h ំមិនែដលេធl mេទ។  
I did not make them.  

 
មិនែដលេឃmញ? 
You did not see any?  
 

�ទ! េពលែដលលឺេគª ខg h ំគិតªេគេធl mr@៉ង�? ខg h ំសួរមនុសÔ·ស់។ 
&ន�·ស់&# ក់មកពីភូមិកំ<ប »ំ។ កំ<ប »ំេÈឯភ# ំ។ ¯ត់vអ#កេលm�ក់<ស »ក។ 
ខg h ំសួរ¯ត់ª៖ អងo pចេCះ@៉ងេម៉ច?¯ត់<�ប់ª យកែដកមកពុតែបបេនះ 
ឬែបបេCះ។ េធl mែដកែបបេនះ េធl mអ�1 តែបបេCះ! 
អ×Ø ឹងេហmយ�នvខg h ំនឹកេឃmញª េពលែដល¯ត់<�ប់េ¥ ខg h ំយល់។ 
ខg h ំពត់rេ³យខÌ pនឯង។  
Yes! When I heard about them, I thought, how people make them? I asked old 
people. At that time, there was a man who came from Kamprom village. 
Kamprom village is near the mountain. I asked him: What does Angkuoch look 
like? He told me to bend the metal piece like this and like that. Make the metal 
like this! And make the lamella like that. I thought I understood after he 
explained it to me. Then I started to bend [the metal] by myself.  

 
[14:10]  
 

េពលែដលេធl m�នេហmយ ខg h ំÎÑ ត់rេមmល។ rលឺសេមDង 
ែតrមិនលឺÆD ងំេទេ³យ*រខg h ំេរjបចំមិនµន់�ន<តឹម<តdវ។ ខg h ំេទmបែតេរjនេធl m 
rមិនល� េទ។ ែតេ³យ*រែតខg h ំេÈែតបន1េធl mr r�នល� µងំអស់។  



When I finished making it [the Angkuoch], I tried to play it. It produced a 
sound but it was not loud enough, as I did not make it correctly. I had just 
learned so it was not good yet. When I kept making them, however, they 
started to get better over time.  

 
[14:30]  
 

ខg h ំេលង�ំងពី¾យុ១១�# ំ។ ខg h ំេលងrដល់ខg h ំ¾យុ២១។ េពលែដល¾យុ២១ ខg h ំេ¥បួស។ 
េពលែដល¾យុ២១ ខg h ំេ¥បួស។ 
I learned to make [Angkuoch] when I was 11. I played it until I was 21 years 
old. When I turned 21, I became a monk. When I turned 21, I became a monk.  

 
[14:51]  
 
េហmយ@៉ងេម៉ចេទjត?  
What happened next?  
 

េពលែដល¾យុ២១ ខg h ំេ¥បួស។ ដល់¾យុ២៣ ខg h ំសឹកមកវ Üញ។ េពលែដលសឹកមកវ Üញ 
ខg h ំេÈែតេលងអងo pច។ ខg h ំេÈែតេលង និងេÈែតេធl m។  
When I turned 21, I became a monk. When I turned 23, I left the monkhood. 
When I left the monkhood, I resumed playing. I still played and made it.  

 
[15:05] 
 
េតmេ.ក¾ចេលងអងo pច�នែដរ?  
Can monks play Angkuoch?  
 

េទ!េពលែដលខg h ំសឹកមកវ Üញ។ េពលែដលខg h ំសឹកមកv�សកវ Üញ ខg h ំេÈេលងrដែដល។ 
ខg h ំេលងរហូតដល់េពលែដលខg h ំ�ន<បពន>។ េពលែដលខg h ំ�ន<បពន>  ខg h ំក៏ឈប់។ 
ប៉ុណß ឹងឯង!  
No! When I left the monkhood, I became a normal person and I resumed 
playing it. I played until I got a wife. When I got a wife, I stopped. That is it.  

 
[15:20]  
 

េពលែដលខg h ំឈប់ <ស »កក៏&នសàÁ¤ ម។ េពលែដលដល់សម័យសàÁ¤ ម 
rក៏អស់អ#កេលង។ អត់&នេទjតេទ!  
When I stopped, the country was going into war. In the period of the war, 
players no longer existed. No more!  

 
[15:27]  
 
េតmេគមិនឱt�េធl mអងo pចកw hងសម័យសàÁ¤ មេទ?  
Were you allowed to make Angkuoch during the war?  
 

េគមិនឱtេធl mេទ។េគមិនឱtេធl mអ×Ø ឹងេទ។ �̄ នេទ!  
They did not allow me to. They did not allow people to do such a thing. No!  

 
[15:36]  
 
&នេរâងអl ីខD ះកw hងសម័យសàÁ¤ ម?  
What happened during that war period?  
 



uលចមãំង! សម័យប៉ុល ពត! សម័យែខ� រ<កហម! េគrយ #̄ ។  
A time of fighting! The Pol Pot regime! The Khmer Rouge period! They fought 
each other.  

 
េតmេគដងឹª�េចះេធl mអងo pចេទ?  
Did they know that you were an Angkuoch maker?  
 

េគមិនដឹងេទ។ �̄ នអ#ក�និ@យេរâង<�ប់ #̄ េទ! អស់េហmយ! េពលែដលចប់េ¥វ Üញ  
ខg h ំ<តលប់េធl m*រvថ�ី។ �&# ក់េCះ�នដឹង។ េគដឹងª 
ខg h ំេចះេធl mក៏េ³យ*រ¯ត់ែដរ។ ¯ត់េÈភូមិេ�# ត<ជ »ំ។ ¯ត់ឱtខg h ំេធl mឱt¯ត់។ 
េពលែដល¯ត់�នេឃmញខg h ំ ¯ត់ª៖ អូហ៌! vងអងo pចេÈរស់េតm! បCÑ ប់មក 
¯ត់ឱtខg h ំេធl mឱt¯ត់មួយគូរ។ ខg h ំក៏េធl mឱt¯ត់។  
They did not know. No one told them. No! When the war ended, I started to 
make them again. An old guy knew [that I made Angkuoch]. People knew 
because of him. He lives in Tnaot Chrum village. He asked me to make 
[Angkuoch lamella / tongue] for him. When he saw me, he said: ‘Oh! The 
Angkuoch maker is still alive.’ Then he asked me to do a couple. I made them 
for him.  

 
[16:37]  
 
េតm�េធl mឱt¯ត់េCះមុន ឬេ<uយសម័យសàÁ¤ ម? 
Did you make them for him before or after the time of the war?  
 

េធl mេ<uយ! ឥឡd វៗេនះែដរ! <បែហលv�# ំ១៩៩៩! ១៩៩៩!  
After! It was recent. Maybe it was around 1999! 1999!  

 
េហmយ�ក៏េធl mឱt¯ត់េ¥? 
And you made them for him?  

 
ខg h ំ�នេធl mឱt¯ត់ ែតខg h ំមិនដឹងªអងo pចេCះ@៉ងេម៉ចេទ? ¯ត់�នយកrេ¥។ 
េហmយេគក៏�នដឹងª ខg h ំេចះេធl mអងo pច។ េគេចះែតផÔពlផÉយª ខg h ំេចះេធl mអងo pច។ 
I made them for him, yet I do not know how they were. He took them. Then 
people started to know that I was an Angkuoch maker. They kept promoting 
the fact that I am an Angkuoch maker.  

 
[17:28]  
 
េតmេគេលងអងo pចមុនសម័យសàÁ¤ មែដរឬេទ? 
Did people play Angkuoch before the Khmer Rouge time?  

 
េគេលងអងo pច។  
They played Angkuoch.  

 
េតmេគេលងេដmម¨ីអl ី? 
What did they play for?  
 

េគÎÑ ត់េលង។ េគនិ@យ #̄ អំពីេរâង<កមុំ កេ&D ះ។ ·ស់េហmយ 
េតmខg h ំេលងេដmម¨ីអl ីេទjត?  
They played for fun. They talked about boys and girls. I am old now. Why 
should I play?  

 
[17:50]  



 
អ×Ø ឹង&នែត<កមុំកេ&D ះេទែដលេលង? 
So only boys and girls played it?  
 

&នែត<កមុំកេ&D ះេទែដលេលង! េគេលងេដmម¨ីនិ@យ #̄ ។  
Only boys and girls! They played it as a way to communicate with each other.  

 
[18:00] 
 
ចុះេពល&នបុណtµន?  
How about at festivals?  

 
េពល&នបុណt េគក៏េលងេពញែតផÌ xវ និងេពញែតវត1។ េពល&នបុណt 
េគÎÑ ត់<គប់ #̄ ។ µងំ<សី µងំ<ប »ស!  
When there was a festival, they played [Angkuoch] along the street and in the 
pagoda. When there was a festival, everyone played. Girls and boys!  

 
េតmេគេលងែតកw hងវត1? ឬក៏េគេលងេ<ëវត1ែដរ? 
Did they play in the pagoda? Or outside the pagoda?  
 

េគេលងµងំកw hង និងេ<ëវត1។ អងì hយេលងេពលេគតãញកេនÑល! <កមុំៗជំCន់មុន 
តãញកេនÑល។  
They played both inside and outside the pagoda. They played next to women 
who were weaving the mats. Girls in the past always wove the mats.  

 
អl ?ី 
What?  
 

តãញកេនÑល! េគតãញកេនÑលរíេចក ឬកេនÑលកក់។ េពលែដលខg h ំេ¥េលងេគ 
ខg h ំយកអងo pចេ¥។ ខg h ំÎÑ ត់និ@យ #̄ េលង។  
Weaving the mats! They wove mats from different materials. When I visited 
them, I did not forget to bring my Angkuoch. I played it to communicate with 
them for fun.  

 
[18:42]  
 
េពលែដល�េលងអងo pចដំបូងៗ េតmេគយល់ពី�ែដរឬេទ?  
When you first started playing Angkuoch, did they understand your words?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េពលែដល�េលងអងo pចដំបូងៗ េតmេគយល់ª�ចង់និ@យអl ីែដរឬេទ?  
When you first started playing the Angkuoch, did they understand what you want to 
say?   
 

េលងអងo pច? 
Playing the Angkuoch?  

 
·ស! 
Yes!  
 

យល់េតm!  



Understood!  
 
អ×Ø ឹង េគយល់ែដរ?  
So they understood?  
 

�ទ!  
Yes!  

 
េតm�េធl mអl ីអមãញ់មិញ?  
What did you do just now?  
 

ខg h ំពត់។ 
I bent [the piece of metal].  

 
េពលែដលពត់េហmយ េតm�េធl mអl ីេទjត?  
After bending it, what will you do next?  
 

េពលែដលពត់រចួេហmយ ខg h ំ�បត<មង់r។  
After bending it, I have to file it until it is straight.  
 
មួយេនះរចួេហmយ!  
This one is done.  

 
សម័យមុន េតm<សីៗេ¥តãញកេនÑលកw hងវត1ឬ? 
Did girls weave mats in pagoda in the past?  

 
តãញកេនÑល!  
They wove mats!  

 
ហ# ឹងេហmយ!  
Definitely!  

 
[wife of BS:] 

តãញកេនÑល�មផÑះ!  
Wove mats at their homes!  

 
[8 9ន សុង] 
[BS:] 

តãញកេនÑល�មផÑះ!  
Wove mats at their homes!  

 
[<បពន> របស់ 8 9ន សុង] 
[wife of BS:] 

េ¥តãញអីកw hងវត1? 
And wove in the pagoda for what purpose?  

 
ចុះ�ª េគតãញកw hងវត1!  
But you said women wove mats in the pagoda.  
 

េគតãញកេនÑលស<&ប់ទុកេដក។  
They wove mats for using them to sleep on.  

 
ïគេ<ចmន េតmមនុសÔ<ប »សចូលចិត1េ¥េលងឱtេគ*1 ប់េÈេពល�?  



Most of the time, when did men like to play [Angkuoch]?  
 

េពលយប់!េ&៉ង<�ំបី ឬេ&៉ង<�ំបួន! 
At night! Around 8pm! Or 9pm!  

 
ងងតឹេហmយហ# ឹង? 
It is already dark then, isn’t it?  
 

�ទ! េ¥អងì hយេលង! េ&៉ង<�ំបី ឬេ&៉ង<�ំបួន 
ពួកេយmងេ¥អងì hយេលងÎÑ ត់អងo pច។ 
Yes! We went to sit! At around 8pm or 9pm, we went to meet others and play 
Angkuoch.  
 
<សីៗក៏&នអងo pចែដរ! េពលែដលពួកេយmងÎÑ ត់ េយmងនិ@យេឆD mយឆDង #̄ ! េលងេ¥!  
Girls also had Angkuoch! When we played, we played to communicate with 
each other! We played for fun!  
 
ខg h េំលងេÈភូមិេគ។ ខg h ំមិនេលងកw hងភូមិរបស់ខg h ំេទ។ ខg h ំេលងេÈកw hងភូមិរបស់េគ។ 
ភូមិអ#កេÈ�ñ យៗ!  
I went to play in other villages. I did not play in my village. I played in other 
villages! Villages that were afar!  

 
[20:18]  
 
េពលេCះ េតm&នែត�េទែដលេចះេធl m?ឬក<៏ប »សៗកw hងភូមិេចះេធl mែដរ? 
Was there only you who make Angkuoch? Did other men make Angkuoch as well?  
 

េធl mអងo pច?  
Make Angkuoch?  

 
·ស! 
Yes!  

 
អត់េទ! អត់&នអ#ក�េចះេធl mេទ! ពួកេគទិញពីខg h ំ។  
No! No one else did it. They all bought it from me.  

 
េពលែដលខg h ំេធl m�ន េគទិញយក។  
When I made it, they came to buy it.  

 
[20:36]  
 
េតm�លក់�នលុយេ<ចmនែដរឬេទេពលេCះ?  
Did you generate a lot of money?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េតm�លក់�នលុយេ<ចmនែដរឬេទេពលេCះ?  
Did you generate a lot of money [from Angkuoch-making] at that time?  
 

មិនេ<ចmនេទ! ពីេដmមមុន មួយតៃមDែត២៥០០េរjល! អូហ៌! មួយែត២៥េរjលេទ! 
Not so much! Before it was 2500 Riel for one Angkuoch. Oh no! it was only 25 
Riel for one Angkuoch.  



 
េតm<ប »សៗចូលចិត1ទិញែដរឬេទ? 
Did men like to buy them?  
 

ទិញ! េគទិញ<គប់ែត #̄ ។ េគទិញ<គប់ែតភូមិ។  
They did. They all bought Angkuoch. Men from all the villages came to buy.  

 
េ<ëពីេលងឱt<សីតãញកេនÑលេពលយប់ េតm�េលងេÈឯ�េទjត?  
Besides playing for women who were weaving mats, where else did you play?  

 
េពលែដល&នបុណtµន ខg h ំេ¥វត1។ េពលែដលជុំ #̄ េÈវត1 ពួកេយmងÎÑ ត់ជុំ #̄ េÈវត1។ 
េ¥េលងអង¤រ ពួកេយmងÎÑ ត់ែដរ!  
When there was a festival, I went to the pagoda. We gathered at the pagoda 
and we played it right there. At Angkor temple, we also played.  

 
ªេម៉ច?  
What did you say?  
 

េពលពួកេយmងេ¥េលងអង¤រ ពួកេយmងÎÑ ត់ែដរ។  
When we visited Angkor, we also played.  

 
អង¤រជិតេនះ? 
Angkor next to here?  

 
�ទ! អងÂរវត1របស់េយmង! េពលែដលជុំ #̄  ពួកេយmងÎÑ ត់ េហmយôជំុំ វ Üញអង¤រ។  
Yes! Angkor Wat! When we gathered, we played and we danced around.  

 
[21:38] 
 
េតmេគ¾ចôvំមួយេភDងអងo pច�នែដរឬេទ? 
Could people dance to the sound of Angkuoch?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េពលែដលÎÑ ត់អងo pច េតmេគ¾ចôvំមួយេភDងរបស់r�នែដរឬេទ? 
When playing Angkuoch, could people dance to its sound?  
 

េគេមmល! េគេមmលេ<�ង<�ត។  
They watched. They all watched happily.  

 
េតmេគេលងអងo pចផង និងôជំុំ #̄ ផង? ឬ@៉ង�? 
Did they play Angkuoch and dance together at the same time? Or not?  
 

េគេលងជុំ #̄ ។ #̄ បួនឬ<�ំអ#ក! េគôជំុំ #̄ ។ េគôេំ<�ង<�ត។ េគôvំមួយបទ 
«សនõ xច»។ rvបទ «<ពឺន»។  
They played it together. Four or five people! They danced together. They 
danced enthusiastically. They danced with the song ‘Santouch’. It is a type of 
‘Prern’ [genre of folk song].  

 
េតmេគេ<ចöង<ពឺនែដរឬេទ? 
Did they sing Prern as well?  
 



េគេ<ចöង និងôផំង។ 
They sang and danced.   

 
េតmេគេលងអងo pចvមួយ<ពឺន�នែដរឬេទ? 
Could they play Angkuoch with Prern?  
 

េគÎÑ ត់ និងôេំលងvមួយអងo pច�ន។ េគÎÑ ត់ និងôផំង។ ពីេដmមេឡmយ 
ពួកេយmងសបãយ�ស់។ ពួកេយmងសបãយេ³យ*រuរេលងអងo pចេនះ។  
They could play and dance with Angkuoch. They played and danced too. 
Before, we were very happy. We were happy because we played Angkuoch.  
 

េតmេគមិនេ<បmែគនស<&ប់េភDង<ពឺនេទឬ? េគេ<បmអងo pចជំនួស?  
Didn’t they use the instrument Ken to play Prern music? Did they use Angkuoch 
instead?  
 

�ទ? 
What?  

 
េតm�*¤ ល់ែគនែដរឬេទ? 
Do you know the instrument Ken?  
 

ែគន@៉ងេម៉ច? 
What is Ken?  

 
េតmេគមិនេ<បmែគនស<&ប់េភDង<ពឺនេទឬ? េគេ<បmអងo pចជំនួស?  
Didn’t they use Ken for Prern music? Did they use the Angkuoch instead?  
 

េគេ<បmែតអងo pចេទ។ េពលែដលជុំ #̄  េគនិ@យª៖ «េ�ះពួកេយmង! 
ôេំលងឱtសបãយ!» µងំ<សី µងំ<ប »សôេំ<�ង<�ត!  
They used Angkuoch only. When they gathered, they said: ‘Let’s dance! Dance 
to make us feel happy!’ Girls and boys danced gracefully!  

 
[23:18] 
 
េតmមនុសÔ<សីÎÑ ត់ែដរឬេទ?ឬែត<ប »សេទ? 
Did they girls play Angkuoch as well? Or just boys?  
 

មនុសÔ<ប »សក៏ÎÑ ត់! េហmយមនុសÔ<សីក៏ÎÑ ត់! មិនែមនែតមនុសÔ<ប »សេទែដលេចះÎÑ ត់ 
មនុសÔ<សីក៏េចះែដរ! uលពីេដmម មនុសÔ<សីេចះេ<ចmន�ស់! ែតេ<uយសម័យសàÁ¤ ម 

�̄ នអ#ក�េចះេទjតេទ! uលពីេដmមេឡmយ មិនែមនមនុសÔ<សីµងំអស់េចះេទ! 
ដូចv@យេនះvេដmម! ¯ត់មិនេចះេទ។ 
Boys played. Girls also played. It wasn’t only men who could play! Girls also 
could play. Before there were many girls who played Angkuoch. But after the 
war, no one could. Before, not all the girls could play, though. Like this 
grandma! She does not know how to play.  
 

[23:51] 
 

ជំCន់ដំ�ល #̄  ែត¯ត់េនះមិនេចះេទ!  
Same generation [as those girls who could play], but she does not know how.  

 
[24:00] 
 



េតm��បរបស់េនះេដmម¨ីអl ី?  
Why are you filing this piece?  
 

ខg h ំ�បេដmម¨ី³ក់អ�1 តេនះ។ េពលែដល³ក់អ�1 តែបបេនះេ¥ 
rេកmតvអងo pចេហmយ។  
I’m filing it to put on the lamella. Once the lamella is on, it becomes an 
Angkuoch.  

 
េតm��បរបស់េនះេដmម¨ីឱtrតូច? ឬ@៉ង�?  
Are you filing to make it smaller? Or what?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េតm��បរបស់េនះេដmម¨ីឱtrតូច?  ឱtrទន?់  ឬ@៉ង�?  
Are you filing it smaller? Softer? Or for other reasons?  
 

ខg h ំ�បឱtrតូចផង និងទន់ផង។ េពលែដល�បrតូចេហmយ 
ខg h ំ�បកែនDងេនះឱtrទន់។ េបmrរ ÷ង rÎÑ ត់មិនេកmតេទ។  
I am filing to make it small and soft. When it becomes small, I file it here to 
make it softer. If it is still tough, it cannot be played.  

 
េតm��បទូកេនះេដmម¨ីអl ី?  
What are you filing this body for?  
 

មួយ�? 
Which one?  

 
ទូក?  
The body?  
 

ខg h ំ�បឱtr*� ត និងឱtrេ<បmuរេកmត។ េបmមិនេកmត ខg h ំ<តdវ�បrឱt<តឹម<តdវ។ 
µល់ែតr<តឹម<តdវ េទmបខg h ំ¾ចេ<បmr�ន។  
I am filing to make it nice and usable. If it is not usable, I have to file it 
properly. I can’t use it unless it is properly made.  

 
សូម�ពនtល់បន1 ិចផងª@៉ងេម៉ចេលងេកmត? េហmយ@៉ងេម៉ចេលងមិនេកmត?  
Could you explain to me when it is usable? And when it is not?  
 

rមិនេកmតេពលែដលrមិន<តង់ និងមិនប៉ុន #̄ ។  
It is not playable when it is not straight and not in the right shape.  
 

[25:11]  
 
េតm�ដំេដmម¨ីអl ី?  
Why are you pounding [the metal]?  
 

ខg h ំដំេដmម¨ីត<មង់។  
I am pounding to make it straight.  
 

[<បពន> របស់8 9ន សុង៖]  
[wife of BS:] 

សួរ�ឯងេខÑចខÑ ីរ!  



[She] Asks you every single thing!  
 

[8 9ន សុង៖]  
[BS:] 

rមិនÁយេទកw hងuរេធl mអងo pចមួយៗ។ ពិ�ក�ស់!  
It is not easy to make Angkuoch. Very tough!  

 
េបmrពិ�កមD ឹងៗ  េហតុអl ី�នv�បន1េធl m? 
If it is very tough, why do you keep making it?  
 

rពិ�ក។ rមិនÁយេធl m�ន<សÀល។  
It is hard. It is not easily made.  

 
[26:00]  
 
េតmឪពុក&1 យពីេដmមឱt<សីៗេលងអងo pចែដរ? 
Did parents allow girls to play Angkuoch in the past?  

 
ែម៉ឪមិន<បuន់េទ!  
Parents did not mind.  
 
េ¥វត1 េ¥អី! ពីេដmមេឡmយ េពលែដលេក�ងៗេ¥បុណt េគែតងែតទុកចិត1ខg h ំ។ 
When they went to the pagoda or other places… they always asked me to take 
care of their children.  

 
ទុក³ក់@៉ងេម៉ច?  
Like what?  

 
ទុក³ក់េផùmកូន!  
Asked me to look out for their children!  

 
កូន<សីរបស់េគ?  
Their daughters?  
 

�ទ! េពល&នបុណtធំៗដូចv បុណt<�ំពីរយប់ <�ំពីរៃថñ! ពីេដmម 
េយmង&នបុណt<�ំពីរយប់ <�ំពីរៃថñ។  
Yes! When there were big festivals, like seven days and nights! Before we had a 
festival of seven days.  

 
បុណtអl ី?  
What festival?  
 

បុណtសព! បុណtេឡmង<គd! <គdធំៗ!  
Funerals! Spiritual ceremonies!  

 
ដូចvពិធីេឡmង¾រកÔ?  
Like Arak [spirit possession] ceremonies?  
 

�ទ! បុណtធំៗ! ពួក¯ត់េផùmេ¥! េពលែដលេ¥ ពួកេយmងÎÑ ត់អងo pចេ¡ #̄  
េពលវេងlង។  
Yes! Big ceremony! They asked me to watch out for their children. When we 
went, we used the Angkuoch to call each other if we got lost.  

 



េតm�vអ#កបេ<ងöនមនុសÔ<សី? 
Did you teach those girls?  
 

�ទ! េបmខg h ំមិនបេ<ងöន េតmពួកេគេចះេ³យរេបjប�?  
Yes! If I did not teach them, how could they know?  

 
េតm�បេ<ងöន<សីៗ�នប៉ុC� នCក?់  
How many girls did you teach?  
 

មិនដឹងªប៉ុC� នCក់េទ! បេ<ងöន�នេ<ចmន�ស់! បេ<ងöន<សីៗេពញមួយភូម!ិ 
កw hងភូមិមួយ &នមនុសÔ<សីេ<ចmន!  
Not sure! I taught many! Taught many girls in the village! In one village, there 
were many girls.  

 
ភូមិ�? ភូមិេនះឬ? 
Which village? This village?  
 

ខg h ំបេ<ងöនែតកw hងភូមិខg h ំេទ។  
I taught in this village only.  

 
ភូមិអl ី?  
What village?  
 

ភូមិ<ពះេ¯·ស់! េហmយភូមិេនះvភូមិ<ពះេ¯ថ�ី?  
Preah Kor Chas! This village is Preah Kor Thmei!  

 
ភូមិ<ពះេ¯·ស់េÈឯ�? 
Where is Preah Kor Chas village?  
 

rេÈÆងេជmងវត1... 
It is on the north side of [name unclear] Pagoda.  

 
�ñ យឬអត?់  
Is it far?  
 

�ñ យ! <បែហលv<�ំពីរគីឡd !  
Far! Around five kilometers!  

 
េពលែដល�បេ<ងöនកូន<កមុំេគ េតmឪពុក&1 យេគស1 ីឱtែដរឬេទ?  
When you taught their daughters, did their parents scold you?  
 

មិនែដលªអីេទ!  
They did not say anything.  

 
[28:00]  
 
េហតុអl ី�នv�បេ<ងöនកូន<សីេគ?  
Why did you teach their daughters?  
 

បេ<ងöនឱtេចះµងំអស់ #̄ !  
I taught them so then we would all know how [to play]!  
 

េតmេគេរjន�ប់េចះែដរឬេទ?  



Were they fast learners?  
 

មិន@៉ប់េទ!  
Not so bad. 
 

@៉ប់@៉ងេម៉ច?  
How hard was it?  
 

េរjនមិន@៉ប់េទ! rយូរេÈ<តង់កែនDងេធl mទូកេនះ។ rមិនÁយេស� mេទ។  
Learning was not hard. It is hard to make the body of Angkuoch! The length is 
not balanced. 

 
[28:34 – END] 


